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Installations

Multi-operator boxes 32 and 48 ports

• Boxes designed for the interconnection of 
the Operator’s network with the customer 
connections in an indoor installation.

• The box has 2 separate spaces with 
independent doors for the Operator and 
Customer zones. In the operator zone, in 
addition to the fixings for the fibre input 
cables, there are spaces to house BXM type 
optical distribution frames, fusion trays and 
fibre organisers.

• Between the two areas is the separator 
where the SC / LCdx type adapters are 
located.

• In the customer area there are elements 
to fix the drop cables that will exit the box 
to the customers through the space left 
by the lower or upper cover once the most 
appropriate one is removed in each case.

• These boxes are easily stackable to increase 
their capacity and facilitate customer 
interconnectivity between Operators.

• They are made of high resistance 
polycarbonate, carefully designed and very 
easy to install.

• They are supplied with all the necessary 
accessories (without adapters).

MODEL CTO-032 CTO-048

REF. 8294 8293

Number of entries
Measurement

2
≤ Ø14.5 mm

4
≤ Ø16 mm

Port 32 SC/LCdx 48 SC/LCdx

Trays

Number 4 6

Material ABS - UL 94V-0 ABS - UL 94V-0

Max. fibre fusion o. (double layer) 64 96

Protection rating IP55

Protection against mechanical impact IK08 (5 J)

Splitters (not included)
Capacity 2 3

Dimensions 45x100x10 mm (SOP-BXM model)

Static load 500 N 1000 N

Operating temperature -5º to + 60ºC

Dimensions 150x320x105 180x450x150

Weight 1.40 Kg 2.60 Kg

Colour grey

Accessories

Marking template

Triangular spanner

Plastic cable ties (25 pcs.)

Cable thickeners
(2 ud)

Cable thickeners 
(1 ud)

Foam Tape (40 cm)

Identification label -

-
Fixing parts between 

boxes

CTO-048CTO-032


